
intelliRANK Uncovers Significant Unclaimed
Reimbursements for Amazon FBA Sellers

New intelliRANK article reveals Amazon sellers could recover thousands in unclaimed reimbursements.

Learn how to reclaim hidden funds and boost revenue.

USA, July 20, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- intelliRANK, a leading marketing agency in the Amazon

Life's too short to hang out

with people who aren't

resourceful.”

Jeff Bezos

FBA/FBM space, has just published an eye-opening article

detailing how Amazon sellers may be missing out on

thousands of dollars in unclaimed reimbursements. The

article, available on the intelliRANK website, sheds light on

the often-overlooked refunds that can significantly impact

an Amazon seller’s bottom line.

Reclaiming Hidden Funds: A Case Study

The newly published article features a compelling case study showcasing a Sports & Outdoors

seller with a Gross Merchandise Value (GMV) of nearly $14 million. This seller was astounded to

find over $160,000 in unclaimed reimbursements. intelliRANK’s expert team managed to recover

$157,511 within just 30 days, ultimately reaching a total reimbursement of $164,876 in under

three months. These funds came from various overlooked categories, including:

- Missing Inbound Shipments & Lost/Damaged Inventory: $135,600

- Customer Returns: $657

- Found Inventory: $28,619

"99% of Amazon sellers have unclaimed taxes. You may be one of them, and we can help you get

back what is yours today," the article states, emphasizing the widespread nature of this issue.

Why Choose intelliRANK for FBA Reimbursements?

The article outlines several key reasons Amazon sellers should consider intelliRANK for their

reimbursement needs:

1. Meticulous Attention to Detail: intelliRANK ensures no reimbursement is missed.

2. Ongoing Monitoring: Continuous oversight results in higher recovery success rates.

3. Transparency: Clear, accessible tracking of all recovered funds.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.intellirank.info/fba-reimbursements


4. Commitment to Value: Dedicated to ensuring sellers receive every dollar owed to them.

5. Hidden Taxes and Fees Amazon May Be Stealing from You

The article also highlights various hidden fees and taxes that Amazon sellers are often unaware

of. These include:

- FBA Fee Overages: Incorrect weight and dimension calculations leading to higher fees.

- Lost and Damaged Units: Recovering funds for inventory damaged or lost in transit.

- Customer Returns: Addressing items not returned, returned outside the window, or different

items returned.

- Chargeback Errors: Reclaiming incorrect chargebacks issued without refunds.

- Promotional Credits and Discounts: Ensuring promotional credits and discounts are correctly

applied.

- Preventing Missed Reimbursements: Practical Tips

To help sellers prevent missed reimbursements, the article provides several actionable

strategies:

1. Monitor Promotions and Discounts: Ensure correct application in Amazon’s system.

2. Regularly Check Reimbursements: Review seller accounts for discrepancies.

3. Audit Transactions: Periodically audit transactions to identify issues.

4. Communicate with Amazon Support: Report discrepancies promptly.

5. Utilize Automated Tools: Streamline reimbursement management with automated tools.

Take Action: Free Audit Offer

intelliRANK invites Amazon sellers to sign up for a free audit to uncover potential refunds. The

simple process includes:

1. Sign Up for a Free Audit: No obligation, just insight into potential refunds.

2. Inventory Review: Detailed scrutiny of every product, order, return, and shipment.

3. Submit Cases: intelliRANK handles all paperwork and tracking.

4. Receive Your Money: Reimbursements deposited directly into the Amazon FBA account.

"Don’t let Amazon keep what’s yours. Sign up for a FREE AUDIT today, and let us show you

exactly how much Amazon owes you," the article concludes, urging sellers to take control and

reclaim their money.

For more information and to read the full article, visit intelliRANK's Newsletter:

https://newsletter.intellirank.info/p/dont-let-amazon-pocket-your-profits

About intelliRANK:

As a leading digital marketing company, intelliRANK® has helped thousands of brands gain

https://www.intellirank.info/fba-reimbursements
https://www.intellirank.info/fba-reimbursements
https://newsletter.intellirank.info/p/dont-let-amazon-pocket-your-profits


visibility, boost sales, and establish client relationships online. With extensive experience in

product launches and brand awareness campaigns, our expertise in organic social media

marketing services is unmatched. intelliRANK is also a premier provider of Amazon FBA

reimbursement services, dedicated to helping sellers recover unclaimed funds and optimize

their revenue. For businesses looking to elevate their market presence and recover what is

rightfully theirs, intelliRANK offers meticulous attention to detail, ongoing monitoring, and

transparent processes.
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